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REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

FOR ISI QUALIFICATION

1. The ISI qualification is required for the ISI of the NPP
components, inportant to safety, for example: RPV, pipe lines DN500
and DN200 on the basis of the requirements of the existing analysis
and for pre-service inspection of new components and for repairs to
existng ones.

2. The non-destructive testing is carried out with testing systems
which have been qualified to reliably detect, characterize and
accurately size the flaws which can occur in the types of components in
question.

3. The plant operator is responsible for ensuring that the ISI for
NPP is performed according to the specified requirements and that
inspections are qualified at the appropriate level.

4. The proper qualification is carried out by the inspection
vendor.

5. The qualification is relevant to the inspection to be carried out.
6. Each part of inspection system (procedure, equipment and

personnel) can be qualified separately or qualified together as a
complete system.

7. The inspection personnel is qualified for both detection and
sizing through blind trials using fully representative test specimens.



8. It is possible to use different NDT qualification levels
depending on the importance of the inspection in demonstrating
structural integrity and the nuclear safety significance of the plant item
being inspecting. Risk-informed approach can be used for the
qualification levels estimation. Where inspection is the primary method
for establishing structural integrity of a safety critical component the
highest level of qualification is needed.

9. The qualification should be based on an appropriate
combination of practical demonstration and technical justification.

10. Qualification process includes:
technical specification
inspection procedure
practical trials (open and/or blind), evaluation of the

qualification results
certification and approval

11. Qualification procedure contains the desctiption of:
technical justification
practical trials
evaluation of the qualification results.

12. The objectives of the technical justifications are:
to show that the inspection system (procedures, equipment

and personnel) will be capable of detecting and sizing all defects
contained within the defect descriptions

to include phisical reasoning, theoretical modelling and
experimental evidence, supported by the results of other qualifications
or round-robin trails

to suggest test pieces used for qualification purposes.
13. The Qualification defects are only well known defects with

well defined positions and characteristics can be subject to real
qualification.

14. The practical trials pieces include inspection worst case
defects (for detection and for sizing).



15. The acceptance criteria are consistent with the safety
relevance of the component, potential defect and their structural
significance.

16. The practical demonstration is performed under conditions
as close as possible to real conditions (work environment, duration and
other possible access problems).

17. The parties involved in the qualifcation process are: the
licensees, the qualification body, the inspection organizations and
testing laboratories.

18. The qualification is invigilated, reviewed and assessed by a
special body (Qualification Body) approved for the purpose by the
regulator (with ref. to the regulatory document ...). The regulatory
body has to assess the quality system of the QB before granting
permission to act as a QB.

19. The qualifcation body and testing laboratories are acredited
according to the Bulgarian accreditetion law (?).

20. All qualifications are thoroughly documented in
qualification dossier.

21. Qualification dossier is completed upon completition of a
specific qualification and includes:

The input information for the qualification
The Qualification Procedure
The Technical Justification
Results of practical trials
Outcome of the qualification
The restrictions for which the qualification is valid
Copies of the Qualification Certificates.

22. The qualification is valid as long as the essential variables
remain within the tolerance of the qualified procedure, as long as
practical experience does not reveal any failure to detect correctly
sentence those defects for which it has been qualified.

23. NDT system qiualified in another country has to be
endorsed by the regulatory body.
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REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

FOR QUALIFICATION BODY

1. The Qualification body must be approved by the
Regulatory body.

2. The Regulatory body has to assess the structure and quality
system of Qualification body before granting permission to act as a
Qualification body.

3. The main task of the Qualification body is to supervise and
assess qualifications of non-destructive testing systems.

4. The Qualification body has to continuously evaluate and
reconsider the effectiveness and appropriateness of applied
qualification procedures.

5. The responsibility of the Qualification body has to be
define in accordance with the recommendations of IAEA-EBP-
WWER-11 "Methodology for qualification of in-service inspection
systems or WWER NPPs";

to develop qualification protocols;
to review and comment qualification procedures;
to identify and/or design the required test specimens for

supplementary and personnel qualification practical trials;



to manage the procurement of test specimens according
to its quality system;

to conduct and supervise the qualification process,
including:

initial review and preliminary approval of the proposed
inspection procedure;
invigilation of practical trials;
evaluation of results;
assembly of the qualification dossier;
issuance and withdrawal of certificates.

6. The quality system has to fulfil the general requirements as
specified in the standard BDS EN 45004.

7. The quality system must include all technical instructions
and all necessary personnel.

8. The quality system has to be reviewed on an annual basis to
ensure the suitability and effectiveness and the results of such
reviews have to be documented.

9. The Qualification body shall have independent and
impartial status and an appropriate organization with necessary
technical competence for the tasks in question.

10. The chairman and the personnel who supervise and
assess the qualification process can not simultaneously be employed
by any inspection company which they can be called upon to
qualify.

11. The Qualification body, apart from the qualification role,
may not perform such inspections and consultancy that are not
compatible with the qualification role from the aspect of integrity.

12. The Qualification body must has good competence and
long experience of the NDT methods on which the NDT system
which can come in question for qualification are based.

13. The Qualification body must also have competence in
other areas which can be important when assessing the detection,
characterization and sizing capabilities of an inspection system
(degradation mechanisms, crack characteristics, statistical methods,



signal detection theory and mathematical-physical inspection
modeling).

14. The Qualification body monitors and assesses the
inspection companies qualification of their inspection system. The
inspection procedure is qualified on open test specimen and the
personnel on blind test specimen.

15. The Qualification body issues a qualification certificate
specifying the system, personnel and validation of certificate, if the
qualification of equipment, procedure and personnel fulfill the
different requirements set up by the Qualification body in the
qualification procedure.

16. The Inspection Company starts the actual inspection in
the NPP with the qualification certificate.


